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Abstract
The important issue in Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)analysis, is time-complexity. Here to obtain the mean hitting time of EA the concept of take-overtime is considered. The time complexity of the EA such as the takeover time is considered, i.e.the concept of the takeover time is generalized rather thana selection of operator alone. This generalization is applied to benchmark problems like N-Bit parity.
For various input sizes N, the time complexity in terms of number of generations is estimated. An empirical model is also generated for
proposed EA using statistical tool.
Keywords:Evolutionary Algorithms; Take-Over Time; Wide-Gap Problem; ANOVA.

1. Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are adaptive search algorithms. In general solving the a few EA optimization problems are very hard. In
that cases, wide-gap technique is used to avoid the long gap between generations i.e. exponential generations to find the global optima of
EA. But it is very hard to get the solution for hard problems which can be solved by aproper acceptable selection pressure and carefully
attention onmutation etc. The other part of the work emphasis on adapting the selection pressure [1], [2] for wide-gap problem tha utilizes the mean first hitting time of the EA. There aretwo methods of selection pressures are considered, the firstis a truncation selection
which is taken selection I and the second is a tournament selection namedas selection II.

2. Selection
On completion of crossover and mutation, form the new population of parent and off-spring and assigned thesurvival probabilities to
each individuals in the population Ωt [3]. Then, selected the few individuals based on the fitness and their probability for the next generation Ωt+1. These two selection schemes are selected in the analysis of time complexity of the EA.

2.1. Truncation selection
2N individuals are formed on combination of Parents and offspring. These are based on their fitness in descending manner. Then these N
individuals are selected to the next generation.

2.2. Tournament selection
In this methodology, p individuals are grouped and make them arranged ‘r’ number of groups from 2N individuals (both parent and offspring population).Select the two individuals from each group and ‘r’ number of tournament are arranged from which the best one is
selected based on Hamming distance method. More details given in [8]. The Hamming distance is measured based on mean square error
between two individuals X and Y and the distance between the neurons is given by the following equation

Where X = (s1, s2,s’n)Y = (s’1,s’2,…..s’n)1.1
Therefore for a given maximum fitness f, an individual x* = (s*1,.s*n) is an optimum if and only if, for all x that satisfyH(x, x*) = 1,
f(x*) > f(x) holds.
Therefore, the probability of individuals from the ‘r’ number of groups is given as
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The last offspring or rth group gives the optimum offspring and is the best solution.
These two selection criterions are used with mutation in EA. To compare these selection methods for estimation of the time complexity
of EA using Take Over Time the mean first hitting time is estimated which is illustrated in the next section.

3. Take over time
The take over time of a desired selection method is the number of generations/offspring’s needed for the individuals and to fill the population under pure selection operator. Let us select an iterated selection process which is initialized by any selection process on population
(P). In each offsprin, the selection method selects a number of individuals from the existing population (P) to form the new population.
The population in the next generation has the same size (P). This proceeds for the ‘t’ number of generations of EA. The algorithm is
shown inFig. (1.0).
•

Initialize the subspace with population p
•

At tth generation apply the mutation operator by
adding random number generated by Gaussian distribution with probability of px of the individual xt.

•

Then an offspring individual

•

Evaluation the fitness of

•

If f(

•

Set xt+1 =

•

Set xt+1 =

) ≥ f(

), then
else
•

•

is obtained.

Set

t = t+1

Repeat the procedure until some stopping criterion
is met.
Fig.1: Algorithm for Takeover Time.

The performance of an EA on a problem can be measured by first hitting time of the EA and its expectation is called the take over time.

3.1. First hitting time
The crossovers on EA is given as L:{Lt, t=0, 1,….} (Lt
Ωm) and a subspace Qj (
population (P) then the first hitting time ‘ to’ of Q is defined as

Ω) is obtained by decomposing or partition the

(1)
Let Q is the subset of populations for an EA whose elements all contain the best individuals or global optimum x* [5], [6], [7]. Therefore,
the first hitting time of EA is given as
(2)
Where x* is the best global individuals and Qt is the population of the EA at the tth generation. Therefore, the eatimation of the first hitting time is called the takeover time and is given as
(3)
Consider the input size (m) of N-bit Parity problem for subset sum problem to estimate the take over time.

3.2. Wide-gap problem
It is the mean first hitting time and exponential function of the problem size then the resulting problem is called as wide-gape problem
[7]. Let a problem with two subspaces Qj and Qj+1 is considered such that the mean first hitting times of the EA starting from any
satisfy that
is an exponential function having a size N then the given problem is a wide-gap problem.
In a finite search space Ω and a fitness function f takes a limited number of values, then arrange the function f is arranged in descending
order fmax = fo>f1> …….>fl=min. By the value of f, the whole space is subdivided into l+1 subspace.
(4)
Now if for any problem , there are two subspaces Qj and Qj+1 such that the first hitting time of the EA with Gaussian mutation starting
from any
satisfies that, the number of generations is an exponential to the size m of the problem, then problem is set
to be a wide-gap problem.
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3.2.1. Algorithm for wide-gap problem
Validation of a wide-gap problem is done as follows
• Initialize the search space of subspace Ωm of the problem , let x be the individual.
• Two subspaces Qj and Qj+1 are selected from decomposed l+1 subspace from Ωm.
• The takeover time of number of generations is calculated by using any mutation and selection process
• The mean first hitting time of the EA starting with the pair of solution from Qj and Qj+1is estimated.
• The mean difference between the first hitting time of subspaces Qj and Qj+1 calculated, if this is exponentially large, thenit is a
wide-gape problem.
• It has a unique global optimum at x* form so and local optimum at x’ from s1.
Therefore, the mean first hitting time starting from x* is zero and x’ is an exponential. The probability of x*, such that x’ mutates to x*
by a Gaussian mutation is (1/2m)m and it is exponentially nearer to zero. Hence, the population has only feasible solutions through this
evolutionary process and the total set of the feasible populations is reprasented by E. This population is again sub divided into some subsets.

4. Comparative analysis of EA on two selection problems
In this section, first a combination of Gaussian mutation and truncation selection is applied on the instance of subsets of EA to get the
mean first hitting time. This subset contains the single layer feed-forward networks. Let the initial population be considered as
, when apply the mutation and truncation selection on EA, it shows that, this selection process always retain the worst
individual and in one generation the probability of reaching
is not smaller than K/m. Therefore, the mean first hitting
time from to , gives a logarithmic response in the order of
where l is the ratio in terms of problem size and population.
Now,the second combination as mutation and tournament selection is applied on the instances of subsets of the problem with the same
initial population and let p be the transaction probability from state E i to Ej where (i = 0,1,..m-1). The EA with this selection process apparently exhibits an exponential behavior with approximately same mean first hitting time and is in the order of
where l is
the ratio in terms of problem size and population [2] [3].
But the tournament selection process eliminates the problem having sufficiently higher selection pressure and very large population but it
fails in lower selection pressure. So, for initial state or beginning (to get the path quickly) lower selection pressure is used i.e. truncation
selection and latter or to search along the path a high selection pressure like tournament selection was used. The result of the both the
selection pressures of subset problem on pseudo Boolean logic like N-bit parity is discussed.

4.1. Computational time complexity of proposed evolutionary algorithm based on selection methods
Some optimization problems are very difficult to get the solutions using the EAs and they take very long duration to reach the global
optima. In the above discussion take-over time is expressed interms of generation. A correct selection pressure is opted with mutation
operator, on N-Bit Parity problem and to obtain the first hitting time ofEA. Here, at the beginning a selection I (truncation selection) with
mutation is used and the mean first hitting time is generated and this result are almost approaches to the order of
. In the truncation selection, it hold back the best and worst individuals in the union population. Secondly, tournament selection with mutation operator is applied and the mean first hitting time is approaches to the order of
. In this selection process select the seed individuals from the best or worst individual and copies this seed individual P times and to fill the population of the next generation. So in this
selection method apparently exhibits an exponential behavior. The tournament selection problem solves the problem with sufficiently
higher selection pressure and large population but it fails at lower selection pressure. The results are validated using N-Bit parity with m
is the number of inputs to the problem and it varies from 4 to 60. The time complexity shows and experimental results in Fig (1.2) for
selection I. This is averaged over 10 independent trial runs and Fig (1.3) shows the experimental results showing exponential behavior of
selection II (tournament selection) and the number of generations is averaged over 10 independent trial runs. For first N = 2 to 22 the
experimental results are obtained using Matlab software and the rest of the results are generated using the Design Expert statistical tool.
The analysis and the empirical statistical model are explained in the next section. The entire results are approaches to the theoretical results.

5. Analysis of statistical model of proposed EA
In science and Engineering the Statistically designed experiments acts an important role. The experimentation is an application of treatments to experimental units, and then measurement of one or more responses. In an experiment, some inputs (m) transform into an output
that has one or more observable response variable ‘number of generations’. All the results and conclusions can be obtained by experiments. In order to ge an objective conclusion an experimenter has to plan and design the experiment, and make analyze the results. There
are plenty types of experiments in real-world situations and problems. A statistical model is developed for proposed EA is using observation and experimental results. This analysis gives the mean first hitting time for any input size of the problem. The statistical analysis is
obtained using Design Expert (version-8) statistical software tool.

5.1. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
Statistical analysis (regression and ANOVA analysis) of the responses are carried out to estimate the coefficients of the polynomial equation of the response by regression and to check the significance of the regression coefficients of independent variables and interaction
variables by ANOVA [9] [10]. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table is used to determine the significance of the first degree, second
degree, and cross-product terms of the polynomial. In this case the adequacy of the model is confirmed when the model probability
”prob> F” is less than 0.05. Regression is a procedure which selects, from a certain class of functions, the one which best ﬁts a given set
of empirical data generated from the time complexity results. The class selected are usually from non linear regression and the parameters are called regression parameters. The important task is to get the good estimators of the regression coefficients (with expected values
and variances as low as possible), to be used for predicting values of output results when new observations are considered. The
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signiﬁcanceis a test to determine if there is a linear relationship between the number generations and any of the regressor variables like
input size of the N-Bit Parity. This procedure is often thought of as an overall or global test of model adequacy.

Fig. 2: The Average First Hitting Time of EA with Selection I.

Fig. 3: The Average First Hitting Time of EA with Selection II.

In statistics, the number of degrees of freedom (df) is the number of values in the final calculation of a statistic that are free to vary. F-test
is mostly used to compare themodels that have been fitted to data set and to identify the statistical model that best fits the population
from which the data is sampled.
In statistical significance testing, the p-value representsthe probability of obtaining a test statistic at least as extreme as one that was actually observed, assuming that the null hypothesis is true. A closely related expectation value wih average number of times in multiple
testing, one expects to obtain a test statistic as minimum as extreme as the one that was originally observed. Assuming that the null hypothesis is true. When the tests are statistically independent,the product of the number of tests is E-value and the p-value. The lower the
p-value, the less likely the result is, if the null hypothesis is true, and consequently the more 'significant' the result is in the sense of statistical significance. One often accepts the alternative hypothesis, if the p-value is less than 0.05 or 0.01, corresponding respectively, to a
5% or 1% chance of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true.

5.2. Empirical analysis of time complexity results of EA
The future mean first hitting time for any input size N of problem can be predicted by this empirical model.Here, Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test [9] [10] is performed on experimental results (number of generations) of N Bit Parity problem for different input sizes.For
selection I the results are shown in Fig (1.4) and Fig (1.5) for selection II. The top dashed line signifies the maximum allowable variance,
bottom dashed line gives the minimum possible variance, the thick black line shows the average variance of generations and the red dots
represents the experimental values. The ANOVA process results in an model in terms of input size (N) and is given by equations (1.11)
and (1.12). Based on these results, for any input size of the problem, mean first hitting time ( ) in terms of generations are easily obtained. For selection I the empirical model for mean first hitting time ( ) is
(5)
For selection IIthe model for mean first hitting time () is
(6)
could occur due to noise. Values of "Prob > F" less than 0.0500 indicate that
model terms are significant. Values greater than 0.1000 indicate that the model terms are not significant. In this case A, A2, A5, A6 are
significant model terms. If there are many insignificant model terms (not counting those required to support hierarchy), model reduction
may improve your model. The "Lack of Fit F-value" of 0.39 implies the Lack of Fit is not significant relative to the pure error.There is a
86.90% chance that a "Lack of Fit F-value" this large could occur due to noise.Non-significant lack of fit is good so we want the model
to fit.
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Fig. 4:Anova Result of Selection I (Truncation).

Fig. 5:Anova Result of Selection II (Truncation).
Table 1:Anova Result of Selection I

Table 1:Anova Result of Selection II

6. Conclusion
For the proposed EA the time complexity analysisis verified that for N bit parity wide-gap problem has only few optima’s or solutions
are present. It is advised to use the lower selection pressure at the staring of the evolution so that the path can be found quickly and so
truncation selection is used. For bigger or huge populations, the number of generations is exponential and to searching along the path, so
tournament selection is used. The ANalysisofVAriance (ANOVA) test on time complexity (generations) analysis is used and a statistical
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model for selection I and II are generated. The significance of the models are evaluated for real world problems based on F-value, p-test
and degree of freedom. The proposed EA on both connection weights and architectural behavior is significant.
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